
Newborn Session - Investment



One of the biggest questions when it comes to professional portraits is 
“How are you going to display them?”

Professionally printed wall art or an album shows your family just 
how cherished they are. 

So ask yourself, how do I want to see these images 5 - 15 years from now?

Answering this question will help you make a plan for 
investing in your portraits



     

Products 



Treasure Print Box 

Gorgeous 10x8” box with high quality prints in silk paper
Images are 8x6”

Luxury Box with 30 Prints £290 



DIGITAL FILES
We understand that having the flexibility of digital files allows you to produce prints, enlargements and albums.
However, we firmly believe that the professional pictures that we are going to create for you fully deserve to be 

displayed using the best quality professional products. 
All of our “Product packages” include ALL high resolution files at a discounted price and at least one 

beautifully produced product sourced form the world's best suppliers.
There is absolutely no obligation to purchase a package and there is never any 'hard sell’.

PACKAGE DISCOUNT
ALL IMAGES £ 350

When you buy any Heirloom Album 
or Wall Art you can add all the 

Images of the session on a USB 
Drive for the discounted price of 

£350.

1 Image: £ 100
5 Images: £ 299

10 Images: £ 399
20 Images: £ 499
30 Images: £ 550



Heirloom Album

Heirloom Album in a coordinated Box
8x8” (20x20cm)  £399
10x10”  (25x25cm) £449
12x12” (30x30cm) £499

The best present you can give to your Family is a Heirloom Album where your children will be able to 
show their kids when they are older.

Lay flat Album with handcrafted hard cover, matching Album Box with lift ribbon, option of USB 6.0 stick 
coated in matching textile when you buy the digitals, 14 different colours to choose from.



Wall Art
Frame with photo on art paper

24x24” £320
24x30” £350 
24x36” £380 
30x40” £600 

Frames preserve hard images and make it possible for you to proudly display your memories and view 
them often. They add composition and symmetry to an image making it greater than the sum of its parts. 
Framed images bring life to otherwise ordinary walls and are an excellent way to personalise your home. 
No printed image is complete without a perfect frame, and I provide the best of the best regarding both 

quality and finesse.



Wooden Photo Blocks

Rectangle 10x12” £140
Rectangle 14x19” £160
Curvy 10x12” £140
Curvy 14x19” £160
Round 10” £140
Round 15” £160

10% off when you buy three 



Prints 

8x6”  £40**
9,5x7” £45**
12x8” £75
16x12” £90
24x16” £100
24x20” £120
30x20” £140

High Quality Prints on Photographic Paper, 
choice of Silk, Metallic or Art Paper.

**Mounted





I hope to photograph you 
and your new baby soon! 

Aliana xx 

24 Gatley Drive
Guildford - Surrey

GU4 7JJ

07702 151 147
www.alianabruce.com


